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Welcome to another fantastic issue of Five out of Ten! This time, we’re
introducing a new ‘Editor in Brief’ section and bringing back the Book Club.
But as always, the main focus is the work from our wonderful contributors:
from Dragon Age to Space Harrier, Elite Dangerous to El Shaddai, and the
world of wargaming, this is perhaps the most diverse collection of features
we’ve ever published, and we hope you love them as much as we do.
Thank you for supporting the best in independent writing – enjoy the new
issue, and let us know your favourite bits on Twitter and Facebook!

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief – this month he’s celebrating the fifth
anniversary of Split Screen, his first child with Craig, in the
traditional way: writing a lot and rocking out.

Lindsey Joyce

Managing Editor – contributor to Critical Distance, First Person
Scholar, and Kill Screen. She once stood on a dead whale in
the middle of the Atlantic. It was gross.

Craig Wilson

Design Editor – responsible for at least half of the design,
especially the good looking bits. He is the other co-founder
of Split Screen: he likes creating insightful infographics and
recording his own music.

Robbie Pickles

Copy Editor – a History and Politics graduate whose pop
culture references dry up around 1997. His previous works
include a comment on the Guardian website and a terse
quote in his high school magazine.
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Edge, Polygon, Rock Paper Shotgun, etc. He has a penchant
for long-form investigative stories, dabbles in mediocre
photography, and plays in a genuinely unlistenable band.

Ian Dransfield

Man with a face, at least three pairs of shorts and a dog he
loves dearly but isn’t actually his. All of these things are more
important than where he’s been published (loads of places)
or what he’s done (some stuff).

Bruce Geryk

MD, has been writing about games since Fire & Movement
#43 in 1985. He has also written as a medical correspondent
for ABC News. He works as a neurologist in North Carolina.
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Writer, editor, and poet living in North Texas. He’s a regular
contributor to Wired Game|Life, and freelances for The AV
Club, Vice, and others. He has very strong feelings about
Kanye West.

Carly Smith
Freelance writer and journalist living in the Greater New York
City area. Her work has been featured in Polygon, Paste
Magazine, Women Write About Comics, and more. She loves
her cat far more than she loves games, and you will, too.
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Editor in Brief:
In Control

Editor in Brief: In
Control
What’s better: control, or chaos?

F

ive out of Ten provides a blank canvas for contributors
to express themselves. We used to provide a focused
writing prompt – see our third issue, Reflecting Reality, for
example – but now we give the writer a one-word prompt
and let them have at it, just as long as the finished essay is
tenuously connected to videogames. This issue’s theme
is ‘Control’, and the resulting essays stem from the more
obvious (but no less interesting!) on physical methods of
control, to Carly Smith’s essay on Splatoon where players
win by dominating the field of battle rather than eradicating
their opponents.

Even if we’re inclined to be spontaneous, we all
want to feel like we’re in control of our lives. We
search for the methods to the madness, the ‘life
hacks’ that make things faster, easier, more reliable. Control is comfort. It is safety, solitude; everything from predictability in your daily routine to the
arrangement of your desk. When our lives can be
filled with stressful unpredictability in our relationships or careers, videogames provide a unique
safe space that can be accessed from anywhere.
They offer a controlled – and more importantly,
controllable – environment.
Game designers create perfect sandboxes of play
where the underlying rules are as fixed as the laws
of physics; they can be discovered and exploited.
When players grok the rules, incredible feats are
possible: speed runs, high score records, glitch
runs where the player manipulates the memory in
which a game is running. The latter is control on
an almost atomic level, way beyond any control
we can have over real life.
In issue ten of Five out of Ten, I wrote about my
Get Well games:
“Videogames, especially the old classics of
youth, are my therapy of choice. They’re a great
way to recuperate from a cold or hangover, an
even better way to combat sadness. Games
like Bayonetta and Rock Band can bring me out
of any slump, but Sonic 3 and Knuckles is probably my all-time favourite. I love the comfort of
racing through the zones, knowing every secret
passage and shortcut. The sights, the sounds,
the speed. It is the utter lack of anything new
or surprising that makes it so enjoyable. It’s tea
and toast in game form.”

Yet for all the comfort of control, our gaming
moments that are etched in memory are usually
those when we lose control of the virtual world. A
plot twist that kills a beloved companion; the panic
when an enemy soldier kicks away our cardboard
box disguise; the moment when the sandbox variables cause unpredictable and delightful accidents,
what is often called ‘emergent gameplay’. The
desire for control clashes with the need for spontaneity, the controlled pearlescent yin balanced
with the chaotic ink blot yang. In an essay for our
eighth issue entitled ‘Control is an Illusion’, Tauriq
Moosa writes:
“I yearn for discomfort, because I yearn for a
fulfilling experience… I don’t want games to be
about fun. I want them to be about glory and
abomination, the poles of human reaction that
any form of lovingly made creativity is capable
of doing. Discomfort should increasingly be a
desire of the player, and an anchor for the creator. It is a mark of maturity and creativity.”

I agreed with Tauriq at the time, but it’s only a year
later that I truly understand his point. Last summer,
I had too much to do and not enough time to do it.
The combination of a new job and the increasing
demands of working on this lovely publication
were just too much. My head seemed filled with
a thick, smoky broth, thoughts and tasks floating around whilst I desperately tried to fish them
out with some sort of spoon of focus. I went on
a productivity drive: I read David Allen’s Getting
Things Done, refined my todo lists into mighty
tapestries of productivity, and by the autumn
I felt in control of my own space. Things were
Getting Done, yet in the pursuit of control, I lost
that creative spark – the drive that made me want
to achieve all those things in the first place.

So after last summer’s productivity drive comes
this summer’s spontaneity drive. I’m writing this in a
coffee shop with friends from a local writing group:
we meet regularly to write flash fiction and share
the progress on our projects. At one workshop,
fuelled by spontaneous prompts on the night, I
wrote a ridiculous story about an airport traveller
seeing an origami dragon float out of a toilet. There
was no time to think about it, barely enough time
to correct my spelling. Words flowed like water. It
was completely out of control. It was wonderful.
Should it worry me that composure and spontaneity, poise versus disorder, can seem mutually
exclusive? Or is it that the balance between control
and chaos is ever-shifting? As you read through
this issue, ask yourself: am I in control? And do I
want to be?

“It’s not you; it’s me.”

Seeking Solas: Relationships and Dragon Age

Those cliched words can
never diminish the cold
sweats of panic or the
rising feeling of nausea

We sat in silence in his parked car
as the cheesecake he’d bought for
me less than twenty minutes ago
began to churn
in my stomach.
No one is required to love you, even when you’re the Chosen One.

R

elationships, romantic or platonic,
open you up to all sorts of things:
elation, anxiety, opportunity, and vulnerability. Romance frequently appears in fiction.
Finding someone who understands you is a
validating feeling and, to an even greater extent,
mutually flirting with a person who likes you is
exciting!

BioWare’s fantasy role-playing game Dragon Age
is filled with magic, dragons, and romance. While players’
characters do not need to engage in romance, it’s always
an option, and it’s an option many Dragon Age fans find important. We love to make connections with other people – even the
fictional ones.
Even in fictional relationships, though, things don’t always work out.

Seeking Solas:
Relationships & Dragon Age

Carly Smith
D

ragon Age: Inquisition, the latest game in the
series, takes place in a world of chaos. Social
groups with varying degrees of power are fighting
each other, vying for political control in unstable
territories. Oh, plus there’s a giant hole in the sky
from which monsters come. Your character, the
eponymous Inquisitor, possesses a special power
to close the sky breaches and becomes the leader
of a movement to restore balance. More fun for me,
however, was forming relationships with my team.

I played as an elven mage, someone who was
inquisitive and interested in cultural history. Near
the beginning, I met another elven mage named
Solas. He was a smartass sometimes, but he
seemed to know so much more than I did. We got
romantically involved on a whim – a spontaneous
kiss that he enjoyed but also worried about after-

ward. It was messy, confusing, and it reminded me
of the simultaneous excitement and panic I feel
upon having an attraction to someone. He said
he needed some time to think things over.
Once Solas felt ready, we went through the excitement of being in a new relationship and having
totally new experiences with someone. We danced
at the Winter Palace. He took me to The Fade in
a lucid dream date; a metaphysical realm where
people enter when they sleep and from where
mages draw their power. The very serious mage
looked like he was finally having fun for once and
I felt just as giddy watching the romance unfold.
Even so, Solas reached a point where he no longer
felt comfortable being in a relationship, and he
decided to end it. Sometimes, that’s just the way
it goes.
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The Death and
LifeJ of the Joystick

N
R

oysticks died a quiet, prolonged death – yet
nobody really seemed to notice, let alone mourn
them. The only time they seem to come up is in
archaic phrases like ‘waggling your joystick’, which
just make us all snort derisively at such outdated
notions. They’d been a mainstay for decades, truly
One man’s
questthe
topopular
reconcile
himself withas
videogame
entering
consciousness
early as theperipherals.
70’s, but no voice was loud enough to keep them
around once the market forces of the 90’s had
spoken. But suddenly, oh-so-quickly, the joystick
returned. Triumphant. Proud. As if it had never left
us. And it reminded us just how transformative
the simple act of grasping a stick can be to the
experience of gaming.

P.R.F. ARMY

1ST Class Nonsense No.1 Will Read

The Death and Life of the Joystick
Or, ‘How I learned to shut up and enjoy waggling my stick’

Ian Dransfield

T

he life, death and rebirth of the joystick followed
closely the whims of the market and the games
that were being made, each intertwined with one
another, influencing as much as it was influenced.
But back on day one, the joystick was just a thing
that needed to be made; a manner of control that
simply didn’t exist until Ralph Baer and Bill Harrison’s TVG#2 prototype – aka ‘the Brown Box’ –
was pieced together in 1967.

This nascent home gaming console – tweaked
and modified to eventually become the Magnavox
Odyssey in 1972 – set the standard for the early
days of gaming, and most (if not all) machines in
those early days came with one or two sticks in
the box. The second big step in the grand history
of joysticks came with Sega’s arcade release of
Space Harrier in 1985; this classic game used the
first-ever true analogue joystick in gaming. What
benefit might such a stick bring to the player?
Well in the case of Space Harrier, not that much
– but that’s not the point. The ability to alter one’s
movements on a scale of 1-100, rather than the ‘on
or off’ digital form of control seen before, brought
about steady – and eventually vast – changes in
how much control we had over our games.

O

ne of the things that tends to fascinate people about space
exploration, and about astronomy in general, is the scale on
which the universe and our exploration of it operates. The distances
between solar systems, the sizes of stars, and all the gigantic numbers
we use to describe those things tend to be pretty awe-inspiring.
It’s unsurprising, then, that it’s proven both incredibly enticing and
exceptionally difficult to recreate those environments in games.

The Challenges of an Infinite
Galaxy
What are the limits of creating something
as limitless as Elite: Dangerous?

The Challenges of an
Infinite Galaxy
Mitch Bowman

E

ver since Spacewar was created in 1962, we’ve
been making increasingly elaborate facsimiles
of outer space, and recently, we’ve finally been
getting pretty good at it. At the end of last year, the
PC version of Elite: Dangerous, a game by Frontier Developments, was released to the public, and
it serves as perhaps the best example of how far
we’ve come in our endeavours to convincingly recreate outer space in our virtual worlds. Particularly in
terms of sheer scale, Elite manages to give its players the same sense of amazement as outer space
does in real life, thanks mostly to the fact that it’s
an as-accurate-as-possible simulation of the entire
Milky Way galaxy – all 400 billion stars worth of it.

Spacewar (1962)

In an attempt to make 400 billion stars a comprehensible figure, Michael Gapper, the communications
manager at Frontier Developments, offers this statistic: “If people continue exploring our galaxy at the
rate they’re exploring now, assuming we never sell
an extra copy and everyone who’s playing currently keeps playing, we will have mapped the entire
galaxy in 150,000 years”. That’s 150,000 years of
real, human time. Given there’s tens of thousands of
people playing Elite on a regular basis, that means
a single person would have to spend millions of
literal years flying around the game’s environment
in order to see everything.
Elite: Dangerous (2014)

Depicting
the
Unpredictable
Depicting the UnBruce Geryk
predictable

Wargaming paradoxically demonstrates our need
for control, when great commanders had none.

A

ncient battles were supposedly exercises in controlled chaos,
but sometimes they were merely chaos. At the decisive battle of
Gaugamela in 331 BC, when Alexander the Great defeated the Persians
led by Darius and overthrew the Achaemenid Empire, much of Darius’
army – although it significantly outnumbered the Macedonians – just
stood around, engaged in no fighting, and was routed when Alexander’s
right wing rolled up the Persian flank due to their ineffective leadership.
Conversely, Alexander not only personally led his army brilliantly, he
also made up for the failings of his subordinate commanders. In ancient
warfare, leadership was everything.

This makes chess, a supposed ancient simulation
of warfare, something of an enigma. Armies in
chess have perfect leadership: units go exactly
where they’re told, and their moves have defined
outcomes. Given a certain set of moves, the resulting state of the battlefield can always be predicted. Chess opening strategies detail move after
countermove, prescribing optimal responses to
presumed advances, all branching possibilities
considered and discussed. It’s a world of difference from the famous observation by the German
Field Marshal Helmuth von Moltke the Elder: “no
plan of operations extends with any certainty
beyond the first contact with the main hostile
force”.
Chess is presumably not intended to impart the
lessons of ancient warfare to budding Alexanders. But wargames attempt to capture historical
problems in ways ordinary people can enjoy at
leisure, and confront this exact problem. Building
a historical battlefield in cardboard and placing it
on a kitchen table provides luxuries Alexander did
not have: you can see the whole battlefield from
the comfort of a chair; you have perfect information
regarding the terrain your troops will be crossing
or discovering. “Watch out for that hidden valley,
men! Which one? The one that’s hidden. See, I’m
pointing to it. Let me move the lamp.”

The Awe-Filled Pilgrimage of El Shaddai
Devoted and passionate artistry can inspire belief and awe.
But in this stained-glass moment, it feels like something entirely different.

It feels like church: every part of its whole calculated to impart a mystical sense of importance.

The Awe-Filled Pilgrimage of
El Shaddai
E

l Shaddai: Ascension of the Metatron is a
game with many quirks. One of them is a
tendency to break up stages with interstitial sidescrolling segments that play over loading screens.
In an early one, you run and jump alongside a
massive stained-glass window. The archangels
of the Judeo-Christian tradition--Gabriel, Raphael, Michael--are painted on them in lush detail,
posing mightily and dramatically displaying their
greatest traits. Wisdom, healing, strength. As the
playable character Enoch, another figure lifted
straight from religious tradition, you ascend the
side of the window while the archangels comment
upon their own depictions appreciatively. They
speak with the sort of hushed reverence you’d
reserve for a worship service, and their voices are
filtered through gentle audio effects that make
them sound large and full of faint echoes. A bright,
lush organ plays in the background.

Jake Muncy

El Shaddai is a stylized brawler, or what those of
us in gaming circles often call a ‘character action
game’, at heart. Playing as Enoch, you run around
fighting through 2 and 3D space, working through
a series of increasingly challenging stages punctuated by punishing boss fights. It is, in this way, a
fairly traditional console gaming experience.
But in this stained-glass moment, it feels like something entirely different. It feels like church: every
part of its whole calculated to impart a mystical
sense of importance. There’s sincere awe in the air,
and for a moment, I really am Enoch on a mystical
pilgrimage imparted by my god. When it ends, and
I return to battle, I feel a slight shiver up my spine
before I draw my weapon.

Book Club
Game Art – Matt Sainsbury,
No Starch Press
£26.50 / $39.95 (hardcover)

W

Book
Club

hen a book has the title Game Art, what do
you expect to read? A collection of pretty
pictures that’s little more than printed desktop
wallpaper? Yet another desperate treatise on how
culturally important videogames are? Thankfully,
this Game Art is neither: instead, Matt Sainsbury
takes us through a series of exclusive interviews
with game creators that celebrates the creative
expression of the medium, rather than just games
that look nice.

It should really be called ‘The Art of Creating
Games’, as while you might think it’s another
picture book, it’s actually a collection of fascinating
interviews. Through conversations with developers
such as Jennifer Schneidereit (Tengami), Keisuke
Kikuchi (Project Zero II: Crimson Butterfly), Hidetaka “Swery” Suehiro (Deadly Premonition), Auriea
Harvey and Michaël Samyn (The Path, Sunset),
and Jean-François Poirier (Child of Light), we gain
insight into the modern processes and problems
of making games. The interviews are much more
appealing than the glossy concept art on display:
the book’s visual design is overbearing, working
against the subtle beauty of the artwork.

https://www.nostarch.com/gameart

Sainsbury has chosen his interviewees well,
reflecting not just a diversity of games, but a
diversity of themes. Naoki Yoshida discusses the
difficulties of working within an existing universe
while making significant creative and infrastructural changes in Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn.
Elsewhere, unlikely indie game Contrast is thrust
into the spotlight of PlayStation Plus on the PS4,
and creative director Guillaume Provost sheds
light on the opportunities and difficulties faced
by Compulsion Games. Team Ninja’s Yosuke
Hayashi does a poor job of justifying the crass
visual style of Dead or Alive and Ninja Gaiden
3: wisely, Sainsbury lets the creators speak for
themselves. Although the editorial style aspires
to a mass audience, it’s likely stuck as gamer fan
service, and it serves that role well.
Game Art is a surprisingly insightful interview
collection disguised as a coffee table art book.
The graphics are almost a distraction from the real
art on display - fitting for a book about modern
videogames.
Review copy supplied by publisher.

A Brief History Of Video Games:
From Atari to Xbox One –
Rich Stanton, Robinson
£10.49 / $12.75 (paperback)

W

e’re reaching the point in the history of
videogames where one volume won’t be
enough to cover it: esports, mobile phone games,
and nonprofit indie games are just three of the
areas that spring to mind which can justify their
own histories and publications. And, as Ian Dransfield writes elsewhere in this magazine, the History
of Games as we know it suffers from a bias towards
the United States. Now is perhaps the last time
that gaming history will be condensed so neatly.
But if we’re going to write that volume, Rich Stanton is clearly the man for the job. As a Brit, he
takes a different approach from American critics (a
whole chapter is devoted to British computers like
the ZX Spectrum). Regardless of nationality, Stanton is also one of the most thoughtful writers in
games, and A Brief History of Video Games shows
a deep and nuanced appreciation of everything
that has contributed to the medium as we know it
today. From the earliest flickers of entertainment
on oscilloscopes to Minecraft and MOBAs, Stanton
covers everything you’d expect (and even some
things you didn’t, including my favourite game
Panzer Dragoon Saga). His analysis is fair, but
the opposite of dispassionate: Stanton’s love of
Nintendo’s hardware mastermind Gunpei Yokoi
is evident, and Metal Gear Solid seemed a glaring omission from the pantheon of PlayStation
classics until I found a whole chapter devoted to
it later in the book.

What would come across as indulgences from a
lesser writer are simply delightful here. Stanton
doesn’t just say he loves Metal Gear Solid: his
discussion makes you love it too, helps you marvel
at Super Mario 64. He also injects just enough
personality and humour to keep the book lively
while staying on the rails – see the chapter on
the inception of the Xbox, ‘An Ugly Motherfucker’.
A Brief History of Video Games is an exceptional
work that celebrates gaming without the obsequious flattery, a book that will engross anyone
with even the faintest interest in the medium. It’s
unclear whether we’ll be able to write a comprehensive history of the next forty years of games,
but at least we’ve got the perfect history of the first.
Review copy supplied by author.

Fear Control

The information dystopia of Metal Gear Solid 2

Fear Control

Beneath its postmodernist themes, Metal Gear Solid 2
is about the dangers of digital information control.

Jake Muncy

he Patriots have preordained Raiden’s journey in Metal Gear Solid 2: every moment,
every reaction. Using spies, blackmail, personality research, and a network of nanomachines in
Raiden’s body, the Patriots have made him their
patsy. The manipulation is part of a project called
S3 – Selection for Societal Sanity – a crucible
for information control, a means for monitoring,
filtering, and doctoring digital information. Raiden
is who we identify with as a player, and this endgame revelation about the Patroits implicates the
entire game in their network of control. This is
a game that focuses on, and demonstrates, the
potential for digital information to be used as a
form of control.

T

To most people, it’s a notoriously baffling videogame. Released to overwhelming hype in 2001, it
garnered critical acclaim but also a wave of confusion. It is now viewed as a game that defied player
expectations and alienated fans by swapping the
gravel-voiced legend Solid Snake for fresh-faced
Raiden, trading the spy thriller pacing of Metal Gear
Solid for a slow, convoluted plot. Most frequently, I
see the game framed as a prank: a cruel, provoking move by creator Hideo Kojima just to fuck with
his fans. And I can’t say that perception is entirely
wrong: it seems calculated to reject and subvert
what it means to be a sequel to Metal Gear Solid,
staging a rebellion against the very idea of a bigbudget sequel.

A couple of years ago, Edward Snowden leaked
files suggesting that the United States government,
aided by foreign allies and major corporations, was
collecting, storing, and cataloguing mass amounts
of data on people at home and abroad. It was a
project of mass surveillance with that very goal
of mass control: to locate, manage, and neutralize threats before they became threatening. It’s
the sort of thing that Metal Gear Solid 2 postulated back in 2001.

There’s more to it, though. Metal Gear Solid 2 has
a sharp political message that’s often lost amidst
its postmodern techniques and the self-consciousness with which it addresses its own existence as
a videogame sequel. It expresses a fear of digital
information, of the power and proliferation of free
data and the potential ability of governments to
manipulate, surveille, and censor that information.

Controlling
the Past, Present
Controlling
and
Future ofthe
Gaming
past, present
Ian
Dransfield
and future of
gaming
The history and future of videogaming belongs to
all cultures, not just the dominant narratives.

Pac-Man (1982)

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1983)

He who controls the past controls the future.
He who controls the present controls the past.

T

he history of videogames shows this quote
from Orwell in action: the history of gaming
is directed and influenced by an America-centric
agenda. This isn’t a conspiracy theory fuelled by
too many re-readings of 1984; it’s an observable
phenomenon that rubs people up the wrong way
– and with good reason.
There are countless ways in which the history of
gaming is skewed – even whitewashed – to the
US viewpoint, but I want to focus on three key
points that really highlight it. The first being the
oft-mentioned ‘videogame crash’ of the 1980s.
Many of us have heard the story, enough times
that our brains actively shut down at any mention
of it (or ‘crash’, I suppose you could say). But it’s fair
to go over things one more time so we’re armed
with context here.
In 1983, Atari was riding high, enjoying success
with its 2600 console and leading the home
gaming charge. With this success came confidence, arrogance and – ultimately – hubris.
After rushing a godawful version of Pac-Man to
its machine the year previously, Atari repeated

this hack-job with a licensed product: the tie-in
to Steven Spielberg’s film E.T. Rushed through a
mere six-week development period and released
just in time for Christmas, its flaws were numerous
and apparent. Once bitten, twice shy, the public
turned its back on E.T. and Atari.
Having manufactured many thousands more
copies than it would end up selling, in addition to
having spent a lot of cash on the initial licensing,
the writing was on the wall. Copies of E.T. were
buried in a New Mexico landfill – a story so ludicrous it quickly became established as urban
legend in the world of gaming, even though it was
absolutely true. Atari had been the absolute don of
the US games industry in 1983, so when it started
circling the drain, it took the rest of North American
gaming down with it. Sure, other problems riddled
the American industry – like a huge oversaturation of the console market, which sported more
than 10 different machines to play on, with different publishers, games, controllers and everything
else you would expect – but it was the grand E.T.
failure that acts as the poster child for the North
American gaming crash.

Imagination’s
Death March
Bruce Geryk
Imagination’s
Death March
Through wargaming we can seize the distant and unattainable.

“View of the Vistula River from Sandomierz Tower” by Jennifer Boyer. Desaturated.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jenniferboyer/6596687309/

W

hen I was a child in Poland, my mother would
stand with me on the balcony of the building in Warsaw where she grew up and say, “When
your grandfather went to fight in the Uprising, we
stood here and wondered if he was alright. We
could see the city burning.” She would point off
to the west, across the Vistula River and, in my
imagination, I saw the city on fire.
I wonder if it’s this image, vividly imagined, that
drew me to explore the more violent parts of history through games. Although games don’t require
a particular justification for the use of violence as
entertainment, it’s this grim backdrop that seemingly draws many to explore them. I asked Volko
Ruhnke, a well-known designer of several provocatively themed games such as Labyrinth, about the
global war on terror, and A Distant Plain, about
the international intervention in Afghanistan, how
he had come to this particular hobby:

“If I go back to the beginnings of my interest in
wargames – in elementary school – I think of the
fact that my father was a grade school child during
the Second World War, in Germany. My childhood
was filled with family stories of hardship in war
and [of] war’s aftermath if one happened to be
a child on the losing side. As luck had it, most of
the wargames on toy store shelves in the 1970s
were set in the Second World War and prominently
featured Germans, touting a German soldier’s-eye
view of the affair. All their boxes flashed WWII
Germans in action. So here was another way ... for
me to try to understand the extreme experience
that my father and his family had survived: war,
what seemed to me at the time the most stressing
and bizarre challenge that a human being could
face.”
Perhaps Ruhnke was gazing back at me across
that imaginary burning city on my mother’s balcony.
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Custom Fightsticks
Mitch Bowman

Soujistiks manifests a player’s passion
into the right tools for the job.

I

f you go far enough down the rabbit hole of any
hobby, profession, or creative pursuit, you will
eventually encounter the desire for an increasingly
specialized set of tools. No matter what you’re
into, there is almost certainly a group of people
at the bottom of that rabbit hole with a burning
need for the most high-end, utterly infallible, hyperspecialized tools of the trade imaginable. That’s
why we live in a world where you can spend two
thousand dollars on a chef’s knife, or twenty thousand dollars on a racing bicycle.
It stands to reason, then, that there is also an
assortment of people who take it upon themselves
to craft these tools. In the case of race cars or
other complicated, expensive things of that nature,
it’s usually a company with a lot of money, but in
the case of less complicated tools, it’s a much
simpler process; it’s a person with a passion who
has perfected the craft of making the very best
example of a given tool.
Aaron Wright is one of these people. He’s spent
the last ten years of his life building increasingly
elaborate and well-crafted tools. In his case, these
tools are used by people who are very serious
about playing fighting games.

After growing up in a family of builders and having
access to tools and materials from a young age,
it was inevitable that Wright would set his mind
to some sort of physical craft. As it happened, he
found his way into arcades in his adolescence as
well, and quickly turned into a big fan of fighting
games.
Later in his life, when fighting game competitions
moved away from the arcade and into people’s
living rooms via home consoles, the need for a way
to bring arcade control interfaces over to consoles
arose, and Wright’s interests in fighting games
and carpentry collided.
Ten years later, he’s now established himself as
one of the fighting game community’s best-known
stick builders under the pseudonym Souji Stiks,
and has produced a stunning array of custom
hardware for a broad cross-section of the hobby’s
devotees.

Turf War
Carly Smith

Turf War

Splatoon shows us that control can be as simple as
staking your claim and declaring your existence.

W

hen I was a kid, I lived near three different
playgrounds. They each had the standard
swingset, merry-go-round, and a playset with a
slide. In that structure were usually nooks and
crannies where kids could hang out (and where
teenagers often smoked). People left messages
on the walls in black permanent marker; things
like “Katie + Mark 4ever” and “Jessica waz here.”
The act of marking the territory served to capture
a moment in time, but it was also a way to make a
literal mark on the world. So many of us feel out
of control, especially as children and teenagers. If
writing inconsequential notes (will Katie and Mark
really be together forever?) can give us a sense
of “I made that!”, why not carve out a little piece
of the world and claim it as our own?
Playing Splatoon reminds me of those times I wanted to colour in the walls of playground structures
(I never actually did it because I was a goodytwo-shoes). Splatoon is like a paintball game with-

out the hypermasculinity. In paintball and most
competitive videogames that hand you a virtual
gun, your usual goal is to defeat the other players
by capturing an area or by shooting them. While
this remains an objective in Splatoon, Nintendo
manages to make an objective of control – something in competitive spaces that often makes one
team feel miserable for losing – feel lighthearted.
As Nintendo does with its other games, Splatoon has splashes of bright colours, fun music,
and systems that make play feel chaotic and the
outcome feel unpredictable. Mario Kart does this
by giving better items to racers far behind, and
even a great Super Smash Bros. player will not be
able to control the direction a match goes every
time. What these games seem to understand
is that, while control is a common objective in
competitive play, when it remains in one person’s
or team’s hands, the game becomes frustrating
and boring.
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Year Two

Year One: Reloaded

The Best of Us.
Enjoy our second year – Change, Power, Space,
Time, and Heart – in one lovely package.
A portion of sales from Year Two help support the
videogame charity SpecialEffect.

Remastered. Reloaded.
The first amazing year of Five out of Ten. Fifty
outstanding essays that refine videogame writing: investigative journalism, personal experiences,
childlike wonder and adult encounters.

#14 – Nature

#13 – Luck

One with nature.
Mass Effect 2’s Dirty Dozen, a virtual odyssey in
Enslaved, the civilian targets of Command and
Conquer, going beyond Baldur’s Gate, cyborgism in Zone of the Enders 2, and more!

Make your own luck.
Sports, solace, stigma, sacrilege, study.

Memory Insufficient

Game design history and digital culture
For over two years, we have been publishing essays looking at games and playful new media from a critical and historical perspective. We’ve created a place
where you can slow down. Relax with a pot of tea and a laptop or tablet, and
spend a Sunday afternoon reflecting.
This year, we’re publishing essays on five themes: identity, failure, labour, ownership, and architecture. Come and check out what we’ve collected so far, and if
it strikes your fancy, consider contributing your own work.
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